Vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of AlO$^-$ and AlO$_2^-$
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Abstract

Vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra of AlO$^-$ and AlO$_2^-$ have been obtained at two photon energies, 3.49 and 4.66 eV. Both the ground and first excited states are observed for AlO. The spectrum of AlO$_2^-$ can only be obtained at the higher photon energy due to the high electron affinity (EA) of AlO$_2^-$. The electron affinities of AlO and AlO$_2$ are measured to be 2.60(1) and 4.23(1) eV, respectively. The rather high EAs for both molecules are consistent with the fact that AlO$^-$ and AlO$_2^-$ anions are closed-shell, isoelectronic with SiO and SiO$_2$, respectively. The vibrational frequency of the AlO$^-$ anion is observed to be 900 (50) cm$^{-1}$. The vibrational frequencies and excitation energy obtained for AlO agree well with previous optical measurements. The totally symmetric vibrational frequency is observed to be 750 (40) cm$^{-1}$ for AlO$_2$ and 680 (60) cm$^{-1}$ for AlO$_2^-$. The AlO$_2$ molecule, as well as AlO$_2^-$, is concluded to have a linear OAIO structure from the spectroscopic information obtained.
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1. Introduction

Photodetachment photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) involving size-selected negative cluster ions has been a powerful experimental technique to probe the electronic structure of atomic clusters [1–8]. Very recently, we have shown that this technique can also yield spectroscopic information on novel oxide species traditionally studied in low temperature matrices [9–13]. The photodetachment experiment has one definitive advantage because the species under study is unambiguously identified, while the matrix technique relies on annealing and isotope studies to yield information about molecular identity.

AlO has been extensively studied in both low temperature matrices [14–16] and the gas phase [17,18]. It has also been investigated in several theoretical works [19,20], and its structure and bonding are well understood. AlO$^-$ anion has also been studied in one theoretical work in which the electron affinity (EA) of AlO and the vibrational frequency of AlO$^-$ are calculated [21], but there has been no experimental study on the anion.

AlO$_2$ has been studied in several matrix experiments [15,16,22,23] and theoretical works [24,25], but there has been no gas phase study. Isomers are supposed to exist for AlO$_2$ in low temperature matrices. However, there have been conflicting assignments about what is observed in the matrices [16]. The most recent calculations conclude that there are two isomers for AlO$_2$, a linear OAIO and a cyclic AlO$_2^-$, with
the linear form slightly more favored [25], even though the calculated frequencies have been challenged by the recent matrix experiment [16].

We are interested in small aluminum oxide clusters because of the importance of aluminum oxide both in catalysis as substrate materials and in environmental molecular science as a key component in many minerals. In this paper, we report the first photodetachment PES experiments on AlO\(^-\) and AlO\(_2\)^-, the smallest in the cluster series that are of interest to us. Beside obtaining the EAs for AlO and AlO\(_2\), we also obtain vibrational and electronic information about the corresponding neutrals. The spectroscopic constants that we observed are in agreement with what is known about AlO. A very high EA is observed for AlO\(_2\), and we establish that both AlO\(_2\)^- and AlO\(_2\) are linear.

2. Experimental

The details of the experimental apparatus have been published elsewhere [1] and will only be given briefly, emphasizing the modifications pertinent to the current experiments. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus, which is composed of a laser-vaporization cluster source, a modified Wiley-McClaren time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer [26], and a magnetic-bottle TOF electron analyzer [5,27]. A pulsed laser beam (532 nm, 10–20 mJ) (2) is focused down to about 1 mm diameter onto a pure aluminum target, producing a plasma containing aluminum atoms in both charged and neutral states. A helium carrier gas, seeded with 0.5% O\(_2\) and delivered by two pulsed molecular beam valves, is mixed with the plasma. The reactions between the aluminum atoms and the oxygen produce the desired Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) clusters. The helium carrier gas and the oxide clusters undergo a supersonic expansion (1), forming a cold and collimated molecular beam by a skimmer. The negative clusters are extracted at 90° from the beam and subjected to a time-of-flight mass analysis (3). The AlO\(^-\) or AlO\(_2\)^- species are selected by a mass gate (4) and decelerated (5) before photodetachment by a pulsed laser beam (8). The detachment laser beam from a Nd:YAG laser (355 nm or 266 nm) is not focused and has a 5 mm diameter spot size in the detachment zone defined by an aperture outside the vacuum chamber. Typically, a pulse energy between 0.5–3 mJ is used. A higher pulse energy is used at 355 nm to obtain a stronger photoelectron signal. Lower pulse energies are used at 266 nm to reduce the low energy electron noises resulted from scattered photons interacting with the surfaces near the detachment zone.

The photoelectrons emitted at all angles are parallelized into the TOF tube (9) by a diverging magnetic field in the interaction zone and detected by an array of microchannel plates (10). A permanent magnet mounted outside the vacuum chamber and a conical iron pole piece mounted inside the chamber (6) generate the required diverging magnetic field and form the magnetic bottle. The 355 nm spectra are taken at 10 Hz repetition rate while the 266 nm spectra are...
taken at 20 Hz with the vaporization laser off at alternating shots for background subtraction. The current version of the spectrometer using the permanent magnet configuration has an energy resolution ranging from 20 to 30 meV at 1 eV electron kinetic energy. The best resolution is achieved directly after a fresh bake of the spectrometer and deteriorates somewhat with time, mostly caused by the change of workfunction of the vacuum chambers due to the chemisorption of oxygen. The electron kinetic energy distributions are calibrated with the known spectrum of the Cu$^-$ anion and are subtracted from the photon energies to obtain the presented electron binding energy spectra.

3. Results and discussion

The photoelectron spectra of AlO$^-$ are shown in Fig. 2 at detachment energies of 3.49 eV (355 nm) and 4.66 eV (266 nm). One major feature is observed at 355 nm with two minor features at each side of the main feature, corresponding to vibrational excitations. At 266 nm, one more well-resolved vibrational progression is revealed at higher binding energies, representing the first excited state of AlO. Fig. 3 displays the PES spectrum of AlO$_2^-$ at 266 nm. Only one well-resolved vibrational progression is observed at quite high binding energy, indicating that AlO$_2^-$ has a very high electron affinity. Indeed, little electron signal was observed when the 355 nm photons were used to detach the AlO$_2^-$ beam. In the following, we will discuss each molecule separately.

3.1. AlO$^-$

The electronic structure of AlO is well understood [17–21]. Therefore, it is rather straightforward to assign the PES spectra shown in Fig. 2. The valence molecular orbital configuration of AlO can be written as $2\sigma^21\pi^2\sigma'$, where the $2\sigma$ and $1\pi$ orbitals are bonding orbitals mainly derived from the O atom, and the $3\sigma$ orbital is a non-bonding orbital, mostly of Al 3s character. Thus, AlO neutral is open-shell with a $^2\Sigma^+$ ground state. For AlO$^-$, the extra electron enters the $3\sigma$ orbital, forming a closed shell ground state, $2\sigma^21\pi^43\sigma'$ ($^2\Sigma^+$). This is isoelectronic with SiO. Therefore, a fairly high EA is expected for AlO.

Detachment of a $3\sigma$ electron results in the ground state of the AlO neutral, responsible for the features observed at 355 nm. The peak labeled as “HB” at 2.5 eV is from a hot band transition due to the thermal vibrational excitation in the AlO$^-$ anion. The observation of little vibrational excitation suggests that there is almost no geometry change upon removing the $3\sigma$ electron. This is consistent with the non-bonding nature of the $3\sigma$ orbital. From this...
From previous matrix experiments [15,16,22,23], two isomers have been observed for AlO$_2$: one involves a cyclic AlO$_2$ resembling a Al(O2) complex, and another one is the linear OAIO dioxide. The most recent calculations predict that these two isomers have nearly equal stability with the linear one slightly favored.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>BE (eV)</th>
<th>EA (eV)</th>
<th>Term value (eV)</th>
<th>Vib. freq. (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AlO</td>
<td>X $^2Σ^+$</td>
<td>2.60 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>960 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A $^2Π_1$</td>
<td>3.26 (2)</td>
<td>0.66 (2)</td>
<td>700 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlO$^-$</td>
<td>X $^2Σ^-$</td>
<td>5.90 (1)</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>900 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlO$_2$</td>
<td>X $^2Σ^+$</td>
<td>4.23 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>750 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlO$_2^-$</td>
<td>X $^2Σ^-$</td>
<td>6.80 (60)</td>
<td></td>
<td>680 (60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BE (eV)$^a$</th>
<th>EA (eV)$^b$</th>
<th>Term value (eV)</th>
<th>Vib. freq. (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X $^2Σ^+$</td>
<td>2.60 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>960 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $^2Π_1$</td>
<td>3.26 (2)</td>
<td>0.66 (2)</td>
<td>700 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X $^2Σ^-$</td>
<td>5.90 (1)</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>900 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X $^2Σ^+$</td>
<td>4.23 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>750 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X $^2Σ^-$</td>
<td>6.80 (60)</td>
<td></td>
<td>680 (60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Adiabatic binding energy.

$^b$ Adiabatic electron affinity which is equal to the adiabatic binding energy of the ground state.

$^c$ Vibrational frequency for the totally symmetric mode.
These two isomers have quite different vibrational properties with widely different frequencies. They should also have very different electronic properties. The linear isomer should be isoelectronic with SiO\textsubscript{2} and represents a further oxidation of the Al atom relative to AlO. Thus, the anion of the linear OAIO molecule should be closed shell and isoelectronic with the SiO\textsubscript{2} molecule. A fairly high EA is expected for the linear isomer. On the other hand, the AlO\textsubscript{2} cyclic isomer with an O–O bond is in reality an Al(O\textsubscript{2}) complex. A much lower EA is expected for such a complex. A similar situation is present for the CuO\textsubscript{2} case, where there exist two isomers: the linear OCuO isomer has a very high EA while the Cu(O\textsubscript{2}) complex has an EA value only slightly higher than that of the Cu atom [11].

The spectrum of AlO\textsubscript{2} shown in Fig. 3 represents an unusually high EA (4.23 eV) for AlO\textsubscript{2}, compared with the EA of Al atom (0.44 eV) [28]. This spectrum reveals a simple vibrational progression with a vibrational frequency of 750 (40) cm\textsuperscript{-1}. From the hot band transition, a vibrational frequency of 680 (60) cm\textsuperscript{-1} is obtained for the AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} anion. Since only totally symmetric modes are allowed in photodetachment, the observed vibrational frequencies are most likely due to the totally symmetric \(\nu_1\) mode. The previously observed \(\nu_1\) frequency from the matrix experiments is 635 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for the linear OAIO while the frequency for the cyclic isomer is 1096 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Our observed frequency is apparently closer to that of the linear isomer. However, there is a large discrepancy between the current value and the value reported from the matrix experiments. The discrepancy may be due to several possibilities, i.e., the matrix effect, a different vibrational mode or different isomers in the matrix experiments. The very high EA observed in our experiment is consistent with the linear isomer. Furthermore, the vibrational progression shown in Fig. 3 is along the Al–O stretching coordinate. There is no substantial excitation due to the bending mode that is expected to have a low frequency. This suggests that there is little geometry change along the bending mode between the AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} anion and AlO\textsubscript{2} neutral and they both have the linear equilibrium geometry. This is further confirmed by an extensive recent ab initio calculation which predicts that both AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} and AlO\textsubscript{2} are linear and yields vibrational frequency and electron affinity in excellent agreement with our measured values [29]. The obtained spectroscopic information from the current experiment is tabulated in Table 1.

Cyclic isomer for AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} is apparently not formed under our experimental conditions. This is understandable due to the rather high temperature plasma conditions in the laser vaporization source. It should be pointed out that when much higher laser pulse energy is used to detach the AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} beam at 355 nm very weak photoelectron signals can be observed when accumulated for a much longer time. The feeble and diffuse electron signals extended down to about 1 eV binding energy are possibly due to the scarce AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} cyclic isomer. Unfortunately, we cannot obtain more definitive information because of the extremely low abundance of this isomer. We estimate that the cyclic isomer is populated at less than 1% compared to the linear isomer under our experimental conditions.

4. Conclusions

Vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra of AlO\textsuperscript{−} and AlO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} are reported. The photodetachment technique is shown to yield definitive and complementary spectroscopic information on species traditionally studied by low temperature matrix techniques. The electron affinities and vibrational frequencies of both the neutral and anions are obtained. In the case of AlO, the obtained spectroscopic constants are in good agreement with previous optical measurements. AlO\textsubscript{2} is observed to have a very high electron affinity and is concluded to have a linear OAIO structure.
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